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Dating for the present day, uncivilized, man and female.These rules of attraction are also welded
into our DNA and are incredibly strong. - the truth is that modern people mate in the same way
as cave women and men - they respond to the same sexual clues.Today the conventions and
taboos of culture are breaking down and women and men are reverting with their basic sexual
rituals the same way our ancestors did.If you need to know what today’s girl wants from you, -
you then have to know Lucy…Let me expose you to Lucy.In little intimate groups, just about
free.With their own tips for sex and love.9% of our history “Lucy”. You can't cheat three million
years of evolution.Society tries to cover up them – but they are still there. The men protected, fed,
loved all the children similarly. Her culture was that of several dozen fellow humans that
travelled together.“Lucy” is the name directed at a skeleton within Africa of a historical
woman.Eight million years or conditioning are what makes up our emotions. Eight million years
or conditioning are why is up your feelings. Eight million years or conditioning are what makes
up your females’s emotionsI will contact that pre-historic woman that signifies 99.These rules
worked for millions of years. etc.The life span of the “hunter gatherers” of today is like Lucy’s and
the closest of our ape cousins.For an incredible number of years (roughly eight million to be
exact), individuals evolved while surviving in a similar way. But mainly for the hugs and warmth
and secure feeling of closeness with another. Also we know from writings about the societies
that white guys came into contact with over the last few century (and which he has sadly
destroyed)Australian aborigines, Polynesian islanders etc. Women happily rest with different
men, occasionally for pleasure, other occasions showing respect to an elder. They were bonded
together significantly closer than we could ever imagine.Bonding, human being contact,
closeness, was very important to Lucy.And sex? Lucy had sex openly and happily with most of
the males in her community. She'd ask for it as often as she was approached. On her behalf sex
was yet another way of bonding with the ones that looked after her and whom she was so close
to.Because sex was frequent and not exclusively with one guy, paternity, (knowing who was
whose father), was uncertain. Due to this all children were treated by the men as though they
were their very own family.We realize how our ancestors lived because we know how remote
control tribes in the Amazon and Africa live.This is actually the same with this dogs. Those
canines that live in packs. Pups are treated just as a common responsibility.No, there was never
any Alpha Male in human beings. To a dog, every child, pup, -a baby brings about the father in
it.How about the Alpha Male? - The dominant male who lead the herd? - He under no
circumstances existed. Gorillas have alpha males – Chimps and human beings don’t. Probably
the leader was a female – a “mama san” whose word was as much legislation as for the man.
That is why today’s dogs are normally very good with human being children. The tribe leaders
had been “elders”. Wise males. Their knowledge was valued. The Alpha Male is normally a fake
concept invented, mainly by GRAB Artists, trying to get money from composing dating
books.This we see in societies that still live as hunter gatherers now (and those which are
described by early explorers like Captain Cook among others) - before our civilization and
missionaries imposing their alien moral code destroyed their life-style forever). Modern woman –
the main one you want - thinks virtually the same way that Lucy did.These were very closely
bonded having been born together, suffering, laughing counting on each other.Her life was that



of a hunter gatherer living off what she and her fellow human beings could find or kill to eat. Sex
is no big deal and is something special to become shared willingly.
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Much more a grab a women book Things I like: I enjoyed the reserve putting everything into an
evolutionary context. The first area of the reserve is background, the next part more program
with a repeat of the background information. Even though you are not interested in dating, but
story content material and globe building like me, it supplies much meals for thought. He
includes a chapter of books where he clarifies many books, I assumed he used. It seems more
targeted at longer relationships instead of one evening standsThings I didn't like about the
publication: This book is quite repetitive. That's not bad in the event that you skip around the
book, I suggest using the desk of contents in the Kindle to hit the subjects that interest you. The
same core information comes up several times with different applications. This book has pick-
up advice, but it has many responses on culture and history. It is created on a pop level and is
simple to understand As for its worth for picking up females, I'll keep that for others to check.
Probably a good choice as I question the majority of his intended target audience would care.
The next thing that bugged me as I read this book was having less reference of where he was
getting the science part.
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